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1. INTRODUCTION 
Differential equations of the form 
where C has no bounded inverse, have been studied by several authors 
(see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 11, 123). Existence and uniqueness results for the 
solution of the equation (1.1) with the initial data Q(O) = 0 were proved in 
[12] in the case where C is a self-adjoint nonnegative (unbounded) linear 
operator in a Hilbert space H, -A is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in H and f is a function 
defined in [0, T] with values in H. 
In this paper the results of [12] are extended to include the case where 
C depends on t. We consider the Cauchy problem 
-$o+ C(t)) v(t)+AAt)=f(t), 
(1.2) 
COY(O) = 0, 
where C, is a self-adjoint nonnegative (unbounded) operator in 
H, C(t) E P(H) is self-adjoint and C,, + C(t) is nonnegative, for every 
t E [0, T]. Existence and uniqueness of a strong (or strict) solution of (1.2) 
are proved under regularity assumptions on t for C, by making use of a 
result of [ 11. 
In particular we obtain the existence and uniqueness of a strong (or 
strict) solution of a symmetric system of the form 
$ (CO(X) +C(X, t)) Y + i Ai :=A XE52CRN, tE]O, T[, 
i=O I 
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with the initial data 
C,(x) Y(% 0) = 0 
and dissipative boundary conditions, without the hypotheses that the 
characteristic matrix on Sz x (0) and Sz x { 7’) is bounded and that it has 
constant rank. 
This result can be applied to Maxwell’s equations in a moving dielectric, 
under some regularity assumptions on the velocity of the medium. 
Finally we point out that the results obtained in [12] concerning the 
Cauchy problem for (1.1) with a nonlinear perturbation and, being A a 
symmetric system, with nonlinear boundary conditions, can be easily exten- 
ded to the present case. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION 
Let H be a Hilbert space, T < +oo and assume that 
WI A E cdl, 0; HI, 
(H2) C,, is a self-adjoint nonnegative (unbounded) operator in H; 
C E W2*Oo(0, T; L?(H)), C(t) is self-adjoint and C,, + C(t) is nonnegative 
VtE [0, T]. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that C(0) = 0. 
We consider the Cauchy problem (1.2), where f~ L2(0, T; H). Denote 
W= D(C,) endowed with the graph norm, X = L2(0, T; H), 
?Y = L2(0, T; W) and let G?$,, $9 be the operators defined by 
D(qJ = w-; Yf%oV)(t) = Co y(t) 
WY)(t) = C(t) v(t) 
a.e. 
a.e., Vy E .Z 
Let d E g( LO; J’?) be defined by 
D(d) = L2(0, T; D(A)); (&y)(t) = Ay(t) a.e., (2.1) 
where D(A) is supposed to be endowed with the graph norm. 
Then G& % are self-adjoint and V$ + %’ is nonnegative. Also from (H2) it 
follows that the operator %?’ detined in 3 by 
WY)(t) = C’(t) Y(f) a.e. 
( 
where C’ = g C 
below to =WW and ll~‘ll~~~,~ IIC’IILm~o,r~~~H~~. 
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Let us consider now the operator A defined by 
D(A) = { y E W-: (W. + %) y E H’(0, T; H), C, y(0) = 0}, 
and let L be defined by 
D(L) = D(A) n D(d), 
Ly=Ay+Sly, vy E D(L). 
As in [ 123 y is said to be a strict solution of (1.2) if y E D(L) and Ly =f; 
y is said to be a strong solution of (1.2) if ( y, f) E L = Graph L. 
Also one has /1= 0. (%$ + U), where @ denotes the unbounded operator 
in X defined by 
D(@; 2) = { y E H’(0, T; H): y(0) = 0}, 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Under the hypothesis (H2) one has 
n+eEg(l,O;Sq Q-2) 
for euw ~~tll~llL~~O,T;y~H~~. Furthermore, if%” is nonnegative, then (2.2) 
is satisfied with 8 = 0. 
We make use of 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p~9(R),p30, Jap(t)dr=l, p,(t)=(l/~)~(t/.s). Let 
y E L’(R; H) have compact support and CE C’(R; Y(H)). Then 
4 
+%*Y)--Pe* cz +o 
( > 
in L2(R; H) as E -+ 0. 
Proof The proof is entirely analogous to that of a classical Friedrichs’ 
lemma (see, e.g., [6, p. 1141). 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the hypothesis (H2), H’(0, T; W) is dense in 
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for the norm 
Proof Let y E %. By extending y, C to functions J E L*(lR; W), 2; E C’ 
(W; 8(H)) defined on the whole of R with compact supports, the proof is 
reduced to approach jj by functions yE E H’( R; W) in the sense that 
Ye-Y in L*(lR; W), 
in L2(R; H). 
Here we denote by @,, 4 the operators 
D(g) = L2( R; W), (G&z)(t) = &z(t) 
(@z)(t) = Z;(t) z(t) a.e. 
a.e. 
Let y, = pE * J. Then y, -+ J in L2( R; W) and 
where 0’ E Y(L*( R; H)) denotes the obvious extension of 59’ to L*( R; H). 
Since C, is closed one has 
and by Lemma 2.1 
@y:: - pE * (c@‘) + 0 in L*(R; If). 
Also $?‘y, + @“j and pE * @:‘y + @:‘F in L*(R; H) whence @‘y, - pE * @‘j + 0 
in L’(lR; H) as E 4 0 and thus (d/dt)(@o + @) yE - pE * (d/&)(5?& + @) y + 0 
in L2(R; H) as E + 0, which implies 
in L*(lR; H) as E -+ 0. m 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. One has obviously 9(0, T; W) c D(A) so that 
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D(A) is dense in X. Let y~D(n). By Lemma 2.2 there exists a sequence 
(cp,) such that 
cpn + Y in Wasn-+oo, (2.3) 
~(%+~)s n+-$%+~) Y in 2 asn+co, (2.4) 
and one has 
= i( o= $(Co + C(t)) cpn(fL e.(r)) dt H 
= (cc, + C(T)) %I(~), %tT))H 
+ (cpm V’(P”).e (2.5) 
whence 
Since ‘ig0 is closed, from (2.3) and (2.4) one concludes C,cp,(O) -+ 
C,, y(0) = 0 in H as n + co and, by passing (2.6) to the limit as n + 00 we 
obtain 
so that 
Moreover, if W is nonnegative, it follows analogously from (2.3), (2.4) and 
(2.5) that A > 0. 
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Also one has 
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II( {ZEW (~o+%qzEH1(O, T;H), (C,+C(T))z(T)=O} 
/l*z= -~(%&+%?)z+Wz. 
We now show that A* + ~9 is nonnegative for every 13 > tllclll LmCO,T;Te(Hjj. 
Indeed, if z E D(n*) one has by Lemma 2.2 z = lim, z, (n + co), where 
z,eH’(O,T; W), VIE N. Since 
( --&+~)zn+~‘z.,z.) A? 
= 
-; (Co + C(t)) z,(t) + @(t) z,(t), z.(I)) dt 
H 
= -(tcO + C(T)) dT), z,(T))H + (~Oz,(o), z,(o))H 
- Z”, 
( 
-two+%) 
.e 
one obtains 
2Re --$(W,+~)z,+%?z.,z, 
( x 
> -((CO+C(T))z,(T), 'dT))H +(q'zn~ z,).@+ (q'z~ z).W 
(n -+ co) (2.7) 
and from Lemma 2.2 it follows that /1* + 8 is nonnegative for every 
e2;llc’ll Lm(O,T;Pp(H)). Furthermore, if %’ is nonnegative, (2.7) implies that 
A”>O. 
By Phillips’ theorem we conclude that 
n+eEg(l,O;x), ve2~licii Lm(O,T;%(H)) 
and /iog(l,O;#) if%“>O. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (H2) be satisfied and ~>~IIC’IILm~O,T;.eH~~. Then 
D(@; W) is stable for (A + 0-l and if UE (A + c)-’ (D(@; W)) one has 
CPU E D(A) and 
(A + 5) @u - @(A + <) u = -w”u - Wu’. 
If c’ is nonnegative the same conclusions hold for every 5 > 0. 
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Proof For every E > 0 let C,(t) = C(t) + EIE Y(H) and consider the 
operators we:,, A, in X defined by 
6% y)(t) = C,(t) y(t) a.e. 
D(A,)= {yEw: (Vo++J JxD(@;.x)}; A,=@o(‘%b+(&E). 
We first note that D(A,) = D(@; ~7). Indeed it is obvious that D(@; YV) c 
@A,). Conversely, if y E D(A,) one has 
I- G(s) 
ywo+w Y= (~w.)(G(~)y)+(~~+rR.,~y, 
where s + G(s) (s 20) denotes the semigroup of the right translations 
defined by 
(G(s) y)(t) = Ott _ s) 
if O<t<s 
if s < t < T a.e. 
Since ((I- G(s))/s) 9T6 + %” in L”(0, T; 3(H)) one concludes that 
(W. + %Q((Z- G(s))/s) y converges in H as s + 0 (2.8) 
and from 0 E p(%$ + %?J it follows that y’ E 2. Since 5$, + gE is closed (2.8) 
implies that y’ E %‘” and AB y = (9$, + %J y’ + ‘3’~. Moreover, since 
OE p(C, + C,), one has immediately y(O) = 0, that is yeD(@; “ly-) as 
claimed. 
Since C, is self-adjoint and C, + C, is nonnegative one has by 
Proposition 2.1 
4 + f9 E g(L 0; 21, ve 2 ; II C’ II LyO,T;9(H))’ 
Now let U, E D(A,) be the unique solution of the equation (A, + 5) U, = y 
(< > 0), that is 
u(O) = 0. E 
Multiplication by u,(t) and integration over [0, t] yield 
((Co + C(t)) %(t), h(f))H + J-; (C’(T) U,(T)), LfT 
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whence 
(2.10) 
and 
llwll%~~e -!- Il.Yll?e + IICII Lrn(O,T;Jz(H)) Il%(NL Q/E > 0, (2.11) 
where E denotes the unique self-adjoint and nonnegative square root of Co, 
with domain D(E) = Vc H. 
Let V = L2(0, T; V) endowed with the graph norm. One has by (2.10) 
and (2.11) 
I1411y<const. IIYIL QE > 0 
and so there exists a sequence (still denoted by E) such that 
(2.12) 
24, + u weakly in Y as E + 0. 
Now, ‘is, being self-adjoint and nonnegative, there exists a linear con- 
tinuous coercive operator go: Y -+ Y’ such that 
D(q)= {yE”tr:@oyEz}; ‘ik6y=~?~y, Q~E%‘-. 
Then (d/dt) @? u o E+ (d/dt)go~ weakly in H-'(0, T; v’) and .&+O 
strongly in H-'(0, T; V). By passing (2.9) to the limit in H-'(0, T; V') as 
E -+ 0 we obtain 
that is, (go + U) UE H'(0, T; H) and thus gou E 3’ and u E W, so that 
Also it is easily seen, in a way similar to the one used in [12, p. 1401 
that C,u(O) = 0. 
Then u~D(/i) and (/i + <) U= y, that is, the solution U, of (2.9) con- 
verges (after extraction of a sequence) weakly in Y to the solution u of 
-$wo+%qu+eu=y, 
cou(o)=o. 
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We next show that y~D(0;vY) implies u=(A+<)-‘YED(@;YV). 
Indeed if y E D(@; w) from (2.9) it folows easily, as in [ 121, that (VO + %?J 
u: E H’(0, T; H) and u:(O) = 0 so that u: E D(n,) = D(@; ?K). Moreover dif- 
ferentiation with respect o t yields 
(A, + 5) 24; = y’-%?uc -%‘z&. 
Since U: E D(@; 78’“) one has 
(2.13) 
(%o + q) 2.4: + wu; + tu: = y’ - g”UE - wu; (2.14) 
and, by multiplying by u:(t) and integrating over [O, t], one obtains 
where I(C’II and IIC”II denote the norms in L”(0, P, L?(H)). 
By choosing 6 < 5 - 2 IIC’I(, one concludes, in view of (2.12), 
Mll%dconst. (ll~II~+ IIY’IIL) 
and 
Hence there exists a sequence (still denoted by E) such that (u:) converges 
weakly in V as .s+O. Then U’EV and I\u’l($-Gconst. (Ilyll&+ lly’II$). 
Also it is easily seen, as in [ 12, p. 1421 that u(O) = 0, so that u E D(@; Y). 
Now, since u: + U’ weakly in V one has G?eu~ -+$u’ weakly in 
V’, EU: + 0 strongly in H- ‘(0, T; V} and, by passing (2.13) to the limit in 
H-‘(0, T, v’) endowed with the weak topology, we obtain 
whence ($ + %) U’ E H’(0, T; H) and @,bu’ EX; which implies U’ E w and 
@,,u’ = WOu’. Then 
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It is thus shown that u E D(@; 9P) and (A + <) U’ = y’ - V”u - Vu’, that is, 
(.4 + 5) @U - @(A + 5) u = 49”~ - V’u’, as claimed. 1 
We consider now the Hilbert space Y = D(@; w) endowed with the 
norm 
Ilvll;= Ilvllf+ II~%+~~ Al&+ Ilv’ll3- II(%I+~~ Y’IIL 
which is equivalent to the norm induced by H’(0, T; W) in view of (H2). 
Let us assume that 
(H3) W is stable for C’(t), C”(t) and 
(C,+C(t))C’(t)-C(r)(C,+C(t))=P(t), 
(C,+C(t)) C”(t)-C”(t)(C,+C(t))=Q(t), 
where either 
or 
P, Q E L”(O, T; -Wf)) (2.15) 
- - 
P(t) = &W, + C(t)), Q(t) = Q(t)(G, + C(t)); P, Q E L”(O, T; =WfO). 
(2.16) 
We shall denote by 9 the operator defined in X by (9y)(t) = Q(t) r(t), a.e. 
and put k= II(I-~)o~-‘o~‘II~,,,, c=min{(/Ql12, k}, under the conven- 
tion that llQ[l = +cc (resp. k= +a~) if Q$L”(O, T; Y(H)) (resp. 
2 # WX))- 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (H2), (H3) be satisfied and f (IC’II < 0 < $( II C’II + c). 
Then there exist a > 0, l,, = 8 + a such that 
Il(A + 5)-‘Il~(r,~ l (-8-a’ Qt > to. 
Proof: LetyEYandu=(A+<)-‘Y, that is 
$Co+C(t))u(t)+ti4(t)=y(t) a.e. (2.17) 
By Lemma 2.3 one has u E Y and 
~(Co+c(r))u’(~)+~u’(t)=~~(~)-C”(t)u(t)-~(t)U.(~) a.e. (2.18) 
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Since C, + c(t) is nonnegative one concludes from (2.17), by multiplying 
by u(t) and integrating over [0, T], 
(c-t llc’ll) llullzr4~ llvll:+; IMlf~ bJ>o. (2.19) 
On the other hand, from (2.13) it follows that 
whence 
and 
VY >o, 
(2.20) 
II4l~ G (2.21) 
Now, since (d/dr)($, + %‘) u = y - ~ZJ EW, one has 
whence, by multiplying by (C, + C(t)) u(t) and integrating over [0, T], 
(5- Ilc’ll)Il(~o+w~~~ ll(Y+aM:+~ IIc%+w4i~ 
vy > 0, (2.22) 
and so 
Il%+w4md (2.23) 
Also by (2.18) one has, in view of (H3), 
~(C~+C(l))u’(l)=y’(r)-C”(t)u(t)-C’(t)u’(t)--u’(t)tW a.e. 
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and 
Let us assume that (2.15) is satisfied. Then one has 
f ((Co + WV u’(t), U’(t))H+ (5 -g Il(G + C(f)) WN2H 
<& Il(C,+ C(i)) Jw2,+; ll(G+ C(f)) u’mf 
+; Il~“l’ll~~,+~~~~~~(~)ll~+~ I Ql1211~(~)ll~ 
+; ll~llZ Ilu’(tNl?f> VY>O, 
where IIC’II, IIC”II, IIPII, IIQII, d enote the norms in L”(0, T; 8(H)), and, by 
integrating over [0, T], one obtains 
+; lIc”ll”IIw0+~) 4s 
+; llQl1211~ll&+~ llf’l1211~‘llf~ Vy > 0. (2.24) 
From (2.19), (2.20), (2.22), and (2.24) it follows that 
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and, by taking y = 5 - to, where 
50=max{~ll@ll +$llQll”, $llC’ll + 11~“~~~111 +fll~ll*, IIC’II +1IICll*, t}, 
one concludes 
lI~IIY~~~50 -I-- IIYII Y, 
whence, by putting <,, - 9 = 0: > 0, 
as claimed. 
On the other hand, if (2.16) holds one has 
whence 
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By integrating over [0, T] one obtains 
(5 - VII) II(% + v u’ll$ G (Ml + w Y’, (%I + v u’1.e 
-(@-q(e,+%)u’, (%$+%yu’), 
-(@-W’u, (‘ikb+V)u’), 
-(2?4-‘+?~+%+l’, (V~bV)U’)Ju 
-(22~0--14?‘u, (%?o+%qu’)x 
and, by putting k= IIPIILm~O,T;~~H~~+ II ~-‘ll~~~~, 
(4-R) ll(%+w%~ (6% + v Y’Y wo + w u’), 
-((z-.22)4-‘wu, (v(++)u’), 
From (2.19) and (2.25) it fokwS that 
(2) 
&‘Ilc’/l Ilull:+(5-k)Il(~~++)u’llf 
and therefore 
( <-; ,lc’ll-; b ( 2) I( II2 + sr-n-’ ll(~o++b4l~ 
vy>o. 
Let &,=max($ljC’II + (k/2), I%+$, ~IlC’ll + llWrro@-lll~p~)). BY taking 
y = < - &, one obtains 
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which implies, by virtue of (2.21) and (2.23), 
II4 Y&- IlYll Y 
0 
and, by putting to - 8 = c1> 0, 
1 
llullYG5-8-G( IlYllY~ v5 > 50, 
as claimed. 1 
Let us assume now that 
(H4) 31, x: ~>W’ll~~o,T;~e(~~~ and S-ZI + A(wo + %‘) - x E g( l,O; X), 
where & denotes the (unbounded) operator in 2 defined by (2.1), and 
that 
0-W 3 >O: ((d + Wo + W) u, ub 2 -rt IbII$, 
VuE(d+I(‘ikb+V))-‘(w), 
where # denotes the Hilbert space w endowed with the (equivalent) 
norm 
We note that (H4) is satisfied in particular if A + AC0 - x E g( l,O; H) 
and C(t) is nonnegative a.e., and that (H5) follows from (H4) in the case 
where Co is bounded. 
LEMMA 2.5. Under the hypotheses (Hl)-(H5) there exists /I> x such 
that (~+A((is,+48)+~)-‘~~(Y) and 
Proof LetyEY,<>q,u=(d+il(%o++)+<)-‘y.Then 
and, by multiplying by U, one concludes in view of (H5) 
I14+st-rl 1 llYll7v. 
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On the other hand, since d and 5~‘~ commute with G(s), one has 
s 
(+) (G(s) u), 
vs > 0, 
so that 
=%45 (d+/l(@?()++)+cy (y’-x&u) 
s (s-+0) 
and so U’ = (&’ + 1(5$, + W) + {)-I (v’ - &?‘u) E W. Then u E Y and, since 
from (H3) it follows easily that WE 5’(W), one has 
u’E(d++(%~+%q+~)-’ (W). 
Also from (s.s! + L(WO + %?) + 5) U’ = y’ - AWu one concludes, by multiply- 
ing by U’ and making use of (H5), 
By putting /?=x+q+ IdI IIW~@-l~(lp~~~ one obtains 
so that 
which proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the hypotheses (Hlb(H5) be satisfied. Then for every 
f E SF there exists a unique strong solution y E S? of the problem 
(2.26) 
ccl Y(O) = 0, 
505/60/3-9 
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that is, there exists a sequence ( y,), E N such that 
Y, E L2(0, T; WA)) n L2(0, T; WC,)), 
(%$+%) y,EH’(O, T;H), Coyn(0)=O, VnEN, 
Y” + Y in x, -f in%asn-+oo. 
Proof: Let ;?, .J? be defined by 
D(A)=D(n),ji=n+e, where fi\C’jl c0<min{~, &(IIc’II +c)}, 
D(2) = D(d) n D(&), 2y=.dy+A(9?~++) y--u. 
One has by (H4) 2 E g( 1,O; X) and it has been shown in Lemma 2.5 that 
@++g)-‘E-qY) and ll(d+r)‘il.~6~~ vt>B. 
On the other hand one has by Proposition 2.1 2 E g( 1,O; 2) and by 
Lemma 2.4 
Now let ;1”, be the Yosida approximation J-, = nA”(A + n) ~’ and let L, 
be defined by 
W,) = ma, L,y=;?,y+Jy. 
It is easily seen, in a way similar to the one used in [ 12, Theorem 1.1, 
p. 1451 that 
(L,+<)-‘=(.2+<+n)-’ [Z-n’(j?+n)-’ (B+t+n)-‘lpl 
and 
Il(L.+wllrix,~~. V(>O. 
Also one has Y c D(n) and 
lln2(2+n)-’ (~+~+~)~1ll~~n~~2II(~+~)~1Il~~r,II(~+5+~~~1II~~r~ 
1 <n’.-- 
1 
n--a c+n-fi 
< 1, for every <>or+fl=o, n>n,, 
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so that the series cjaO n*j( 2 + n) -j (2 + 5 + n) -j converges in .LZ( Y). 
Therefore 
1 n”(;i+n)-‘@+(+n)-’ 
jr0 
= [z-n2(;i+n)-‘(2++++)-‘]-‘Edp(Y) 
and 
whence 
(L,+fy(Y)=(J2++5+n)-’ [Z-r?(;i+n)-’ 
+!i?+<+n)-‘I-‘(Y)c Y, V(>w, n>n, 
and 
II(L+w’II,,.,d l (n - u)(n + 5 - 8) n+t-B’n(5-~)--(l-N 
n--M 1 
=n(&--co)-ct(~--~)-)~ 
(n+cO). 
By applying Theorem 5.6 of [ 1 ] to the operators - &?‘, - 2 we conclude 
that the operator z defined by 
D(Z) = D(d) n D(d2) = D(L), Zy=&+& 
satisfies 
P(-~wI +mc, 
ll(t+t)-‘Il,,r)+ vt>o, (2.27) 
and 
(Jc,+ly+(Z+<)-’ in L?(S) as n-co,V<>O. 
Then, by taking < = x - 8, one concludes that z = (z + i( - 0))’ (e-“‘f) is 
the u_nique strong solution of (Z+x--@z=e-“‘f and so 
y = e”‘(L + x - 0)-l (e-“f) is the unique strong solution of (2.26). 
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Moreover (2.27) implies 
We finally point out that, in the case where C(t) and C’(t) are non- 
negative Vtc [0, T], it is easily seen, by considering a sequence (z,),, N 
such that z,+z=e-“’ y in S, (Z + x - 0) z, = f, -+ eC”‘f in 2, multiply- 
ing the last equation by z,(t) and integrating over [0, t), that (&z,) is 
bounded in &‘, so that y E Y. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 if x - 8 > w and 
f E D(@; W), then y is a strict solution of (2.26) and y E D(@; W”), that is, 
Y E L2(0, T; D(A)) n H’P, T; NC,)), 
Proof. It follows immediately from [l; Proposition 5.14, p. 3443. 
3. SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS 
We consider now, as in [ 121, the case where the operator A is of the 
form 
A = ‘f&J(x) + i Ai(X) -& 
i=l I 
(3.1) 
where Ai (i = O,..., N) are m x m matrices whose elements are defined in a 
bounded set Sz c RN, with boundary r= 8D of class C2, 52 lying locally on 
one side of IY 
Let Q = g x 10, T[, H= (L2(a))m, YE’ = (L’(Q))” and assume that 
(H6) The matrices Ai (i= l,..., N) are hermitian and their 
elements are of class C’ in D. 
The elements of A,(x) belong to L”(Q). 
Suppose further that -A is formally dissipative, that is, 
(H7) WY, Y)H~% VY’YHH, 
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where KE 9(L2(sZ)m) is defined by 
and that 
(H8) the characteristic matrix A,(x) = CC 1 vi(x) Ai has constant 
rank q near f, 
4x1 = (v,(x),..., vN(x)) being the outward normal to r in x E r. 
Let a(x) be a subspace of @” maximal nonnegative with respect to 
A,(x) and varying smoothly near lY 
Then the operator A defined in H = L2(sZ)“’ by 
~EH: 2 A,(x)$EH, y(x)~B(x) on r) (3.2) 
i=l I 
and (3.1) is maximal nonnegative, so that (Hl ) is satisfied. 
Let CO, C(t) satisfy (H2), (H3) and assume that 
Then (H4) is satisfied and from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 it follows 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (H6), (H7), (H8) hold and let A be defined 
by (3.2) and (3.1). Then under hypotheses (H2), (H3), (H4’), (H5), there 
exists a unique strong solution y E S of the initial-boundary value problem 
-&o+Wy+ f AM$=f in Q, 
i=O I 
COY(o)=0 in Q, (3.4) 
Yk t) E +!+wx) on Z. 
If, furthermore, x - 8 > w, f E H’(0, T; D(C,)), f(0) = 0, then y is a strict 
solution, that is, 
f, Ai 2 E L2(Q)“, Y E H'(O, T; NC,)), ~(0) = 0. 
I 
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In particular let C,(x), C(x, t) be hermitian matrices such that C,(x) and 
C,(x) + C(x, t) are positive semidefinite, 
D(C,)= {yd(Q)? 
the function x --t C,(x) y(x) belongs to L2(S2)m} (3.3) 
is dense in L*(a)” and the elements of C(x, t) belong to 
W2~co(0, T; L”(Q)). Then the operators Co, C(t) defined in H by (3.3) 
(COY)(X) = Co(x) Y(X) 
(C(t) Y)(X) = C(x, f) Y(X) 
a.e., x E Sz, 
a.e., x E Sz, t E [0, T], 
satisfy (H2) and thus, by assuming the compatibility conditions (H3), 
(H4’), (H5), it follows from Theorem 3.1 that for every f~ L*(Q)” there 
exists a unique strong solution y of the problem 
$(cO(x)+c(x7 t))Y+ f Aitx)-$=f in Q, 
i=O I 
Co(x) Jo, 0) = 0 in Sz, 
Ax7 t) E g(x) on C. 
EXAMPLE (Maxwell’s equations in a moving dielectric). Let 52 be an 
open set of R3 satisfying the preceding hypotheses. We consider Maxwell’s 
equations in a nonhomogeneous isotropic medium moving with velocity v 
(see [S, p. 3221) 
dD 
curl H= -S+OE+~, 
&/L-l 
D=EE+- v x H, 
c 
curl E= -$, 
&P-l 
(3.5) 
B=/LH-~vxE 
(here c denotes, as usually, the speed of light in vacuum), where D denotes 
the electric displacement, B the magnetic induction, (T the electrical conduc- 
tivity, E and H the electric and magnetic fields and S is a given current 
density. 
We suppose that E and p are scalar functions defined in D and that the 
function v” defined in Q by 5(x, t) = (l/c)(~(x) p(x) - 1) v(x, t) satisfies 
(3.6) 
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By putting 
Y=[;], A,=[4~z ;], f=[;r], 
Eqs. (3.5) read 
$([; iz]+[ -;x ;])Y+$~~$+&Y=/; (3.7) 
where Ai (i= 1,2, 3) are symmetric constant matrices and by denoting 
co=[f iz], c(t)=[ -6;t)x “‘;‘], (3.8) 
Eq. (3.7) takes the form (3.4). 
Let us assume now that U(X, 0) = 0 a.e. and 
co+ C(t)>O, V,tE [O, T] (3.9) 
which is satisfied in particular if E > /fill amCPJ, p 2 l\Cll tmCQJ. 
Let B’(X) be a smoothly varying subspace of C6 maximal nonnegative 
with respect to A,(x). 
Then from Theorem 3.1 we conclude 
COROLLARY. Let (3.6), (3.9) be satisfied and suppose that 
(i) CELL and a20; 
(ii) 31, x: x > $llo”‘II Lo, o + A& 2 x + IlOll Lm(Q), h 2 x + IM La(Q) and 
- (A + X0) is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous emigroup 
in L2(s2)6. 
Then, if (H3), (H5) hold, f or every SE L*(Q)’ there exists a unique strong 
solution (E, H) E L2(Q)6 of M axwell’s equations (3.5) with the initial data 
D(0) = 0, B(0) = 0 in IR, 
and maximal nonnegative boundary conditions 
E(x, t) [ 1 W.-G t)E B(x) on Z:. 
Moreover if x - 8 > o, S, &SE H’(0, T; L2(k2)3) and S(0) = 0, then (E, H) 
is a strict solution and dE/dt, dHfdt E L2(Q)3, E(0) = 0, H(0) = 0. [ 
We note that, in view of (3.6), the hypothesis (2.15) is satisfied whenever 
E-P is bounded. 
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Finally, we point out that, in the case where u, = u. v is nonnegative and 
does not depend on t, the space 
W(x)= (E, H)E@6:vXE+~pu,H,=0, VXH-LIVE,=0 
i I 
) 
c c 
where E, = E - (E . v) v, H, = H - (H . v) v, is maximal nonnegative with 
respect to A,(x). Indeed, by denoting 
one has 
B(x)= {(E, H): P-(x)(E, H)=SP(x) P+(x)(E, H)}, 
where c -EV, 
0 Y= c +EV, [ 1 C-P, 0 - c+w, 
and since llsPl/ < 1 it follows immediately that W(x) is maximal non- 
negative with respect to A,(x) (x E T). 
We thus conclude that, under the hypotheses of the corollary, for every 
SEL.‘(Q)~ there exists a unique strong solution (E, H)EL~(Q)~ of 
Maxwell’s equations (3.5) with the initial data D(0) = 0, B(0) = 0 and the 
boundary conditions 
v x E= -$o,H,, 
C 
1 
(3.10) 
vx H=-EV,E,, on L. 
C 
We note that, if u, is nonnegative but depends on t, we still have a sym- 
metric system 
(cO(x)+ c(x9 I))%+ ,i AiE.+ tAO+ “(x, f)) Y=f in Q 
I=1 I 
and the boundary conditions (3.10) are maximal nonnegative with respect 
to A,(x) (x E T) but we cannot apply the classical results of [9] without 
the hypothesis that the characteristic matrix C,(x) on 0 x (0} (or 
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C,(X) + C(x, T) on Sz x {T}) is smooth and has constant rank near 
52 x (0) (resp. B x {T}), which we have not supposed to hold. 
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